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--format "%w%f" --fromdate -7 days --action rename,delete $directory_path $jsonfile My script
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--format "%w%f" --fromdate -7 days --action rename,delete $directory_path $jsonfile while
inotifywait -m -r -e modify,create --format "%w%f" --fromdate -7 days --action rename,delete

$directory_path $jsonfile; do Can anyone help me to do it A: The while construct is a shell
construct, you need to put your script in a shell script called w.sh, then call your script with:

/bin/bash w.sh The Elder Scrolls Legends – an exciting alternative to MTGO ESL can be a difficult
experience for players unfamiliar with the game, its marketplaces and the particular mechanics of

the MTGO client. It's also a very popular game, and this means that there are lots of streamers
trying to get to the top of the leaderboard on the most popular LoL stream platform. All of these
factors make it difficult to actually see the deck and strategy that a particular player is bringing to
the table in the online arena. Fortunately, USFV has a solution called the Unranked Play Lobby, a
place where you can watch top decks and see how they are performing in games without having to

leave the game.9 Simplify ((-5*(sqrt(162) + sqrt(162) + sqrt(162) + (sqrt(162
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